
LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOLBY S.Y. ALICE CHANGIntrodution.This is the set of leture notes for a graduate ourse whih the author gave at theSummer Geometry Institute at Park City, Utah in the summer of 1992. The main themeof the notes is the study of extremals of Sobolov inequalies with appliations to some non-linear partial di�erential equations arising from problems in onformal geometry. Somee�ort has been made to make the notes self-ontained. However, the intention is to keepthe material at basi and introdutory level, thus many reent researh artiles in thesubjet are not mentioned.The notes is organized as follows: In Chapter 1, we over some bakground materialonerning the notion of eigenvalue, the heat kernel and Weyl's asymptoti formula. InChapter 2, we disuss the trae of the heat kernel, the onept of log-determinant ofLaplaian operator and the Ray-Singer/Polyakov formula of zeta funtion determinant onompat surfaes. In Chapter 3 , we disuss a limiting form of Sobolev inequality alled theTrudinger-Moser-Onofri inequality, we also mention as an appliation of suh inequalitythe isospetral problem on ompat surfaes. In Chapter 4, we establish the existene ofextremals for Moser's inequality. In Chapter 5, we disuss the higher dimensional analogueof Moser's inequality and appliation to the extremal and ompatness problem for zeta-funtion determinant of 4-manifolds. In Chapter 6, we return to the "isospetral" problemon three dimensional manifolds, we disuss the relation of the problem to the "Yamabe "problem, and the role played by the �rst eigenvalue in the spetral ompatness problem.In the last hapter Chapter 7, we disuss the role of Trudinger-Moser type inequality tothe problem of " presribing " urvature equation in onformal feometry.The author bene�ted from disussions and suggestions during the preparation of theleture notes from many olleaques and friends. She would like in partiular thank MattGursky, Jie Qing, Wensheng Wang and Paul Yang for theirinput in the notes.Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGChapter 1Some Bakground Materialx1. Preliminaries.LetM be a ompat Riemannian manifold with boundary �M (�M may be empty). Interms of loal oordinates (x1; : : : ; xn) the metri an be expressed as ds2 =P gijdxidxjand the Laplae operator is de�ned by� = 1pgX ��xi (pggij ��xj )where (gij) = (gij)�1; g = det(gij).Given f 2 C1(M), de�ne a Hilbert spae norm asfZM j f j2 dx+ ZM j 5f j2 dxg 12 ;and denote by W 1;2(M) the Sobolev spae obtained by taking the losure of C1(M) inthe above norm, and by W 1;20 (M) the losure of C10 (M) in the above norm.(a). If �M is empty, then � is a self-adjoint operator on W 1;2(M). Aording to thespetral theory of self-adjoint operators, � has disrete eigenvalues,0 = �0 < �1 � �2 � � � � � �n !1with orresponding eigenfuntions �i satisfying���i = �i�iwhere �i 2 C1(M)TW 1;2(M) an be hosen to form an orthonormal basis of W 1;2(M)(Parseval Theorem).(b). When �M is not empty, we should speify some boundary onditions so that � isself-adjoint. There are two standard onditions:(1). Dirihlet boundary onditions, in whih ase Dom(�) = W 1;20 (M), and theeigenvalues 0 < �1 < �2 � �3 � � � � ! 1



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 3and the orresponding eigenfuntions satisfy���i = �i�i�ij�M = 0 �i 2 C1(M):(2) Neumann boundary onditions, in whih ase Dom(�) = W 1;2(M), and theeigenvalues 0 = �0 < �1 � �2 � � � � ! 1and the orresponding eigenfuntions satisfy���i = �i�i��i�� j�M = 0; �i 2 C1(M):Some Basi Examples(1) Let M = [0; a℄. Then the eigenvalues are �i = i2�2a2 ; i = 1; 2; : : : , and theorresponding eigenfuntions are sin i�xa for the Dirihlet boundary onditions; and theeigenvalues are �i = i2�2a2 ; i = 0; 1; : : : , and the orresponding eigenfuntions are os i�xafor the Neumann boundary onditions.(2) If M is a domain in Rn, then in Eulidean and polar oordinates,� = nXi=1 �2�x2i = r1�n ��r (rn�1 ��r ) + 1r2�Sn�1 :In the speial ase when M = D the unit disk in R2, using separation of variables , weonsider u(r; �) = f(r)h(�). Then �u+ �u = 0 is equivalent to the following equation:r2(f 00(r) + 1r f 0(r) + �f(r))f(r) = �h00(�)h(�) =  = onstantSine h(�) is periodi in � with period 2�,  = n2 and h = aosn� + bsinn�. Set f(r) = y; we have(�) r2y00 + ry0 + (r2�� n2)y = 0To �nd � we solve (�) with y ontinuous at the origin and y(1) = 0. Let rp� = �(� 6= 0).We set � = k2; then rk = � and(��) d2yd�2 + 1� dyd� + (1� n2�2 )y = 0Solutions of (��) are alled Bessel funtions J(�). Atually all eigenfuntions are of theform J(p�r)(a osn� + b sinn�).



4 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGRemark. It is a lassial result of Faber-Krahn that the ball realizes the smallest �1among domains (in Rn) of the same volume. A reent result of Ashbaugh-Berguria [A-B℄,using speial properties of the Bessel funtions, proved �2�1 (for the Dirihlet problem) ismaximal if and only if the domain 
 is a ball.(3) Let Sn(r) = fx 2 Rn+1; jxj = rg, and Sn = Sn(1). Given x 2 Rn+1 write x = r�;for r 2 [0;1) and � 2 Sn. It is simple to show that�Rn+1F = r�n�r(rn�rF ) + �Sn(r)(F jSn(r)):See [C, p 34℄, or [S-W, p 137℄.If F (x) = rkg(�) ( F is homogeneous of degree k), then�Rn+1F = rk�2(�Sng + k(k + n� 1)g)Thus F is harmoni on Rn+1 if and only if g is an eigenfuntion on Sn with eigenvaluesk(k+ n� 1). It turns out that the spae of homogeneous harmoni polynomials of degreek when restrited to Sn is the eigenspae ooresponding to the eigenvalue k(k+ n� 1) ofSn with dimension Cn+kk � Cn+k�2k�2 .Corollary. �1(Sn) = n with eigenfuntionsfx1jSn ; x2jSn ; : : : ; xn+1jSng:x2 Rayleigh Quotients .We de�ne the spae H in the following way:(1) If �M = ;; thenH = ff 2W 1;2(M)j RM fdx = 0g:(2) If �M 6= ;; then for the Dirihlet problem take H = W 1;20 (M), and for the Neumannproblem take H as in (1).For 0 = �0 < �1 � �2 � � � � � �n !1we have �1 = inff2H RM j 5 f j2dxRM f2dx�i = inffRM j 5 f j2dxRM f2dx jf 2 H; ZM f�jdx = 0; for j = 1; 2; : : : ; i� 1g:



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 5In partiular, �1 is the smallest value  suh that ; ZM f2dx � ZM j 5 f j2dx; for anyf 2 H;whih is alled the Poinare inequality [ C, p.16℄.In general, one likes to estimate �1 from below by simple geometri quantities of themanifold, suh as the isoperimetri onstant, diameter of the manifold, volume of themanifold, and so on. The reader is refered to [C, Chapter 3℄ for some examples in thisdiretion.Examples.(1) For the dumb-bell region, �1 is very small when the nek is either thin or long.(2) (Hersh Theorem) for (S2; g) with any metri g with Area(M) = 4� we have�1(g) � 2 and �1(g) = 2 if and only if g is isometri to the standard metri on S2.Exerise. If � is a onformal map between ompat surfaes (M; g1) and (M; g2), thenZM < 51f;51g > dv1 = ZM < 52(f Æ ��1);52(g Æ ��1) > dv2:Exerise. Verify the following:(�) NXk=1 1�k = sup NXk=1 RM u2kdvRM j 5 ukj2dvwhere the sup is taken over funtions u1; u2 � � � ; uk satisfying the onditions RM ukdv = 0and RM < 5uk;5ul > dv = 0 if l 6= k. Equality holds if and only if uk is the k�theigenfuntion.Proof of the Hersh Theorem We take the standard oordinate funtions x1; x2; x3 as thetest funtions in (*). However, to meet the restritions it will be neessary to �nd aonformal transformation � of S2 so that RS2 xk Æ�dv = 0 for k = 1; 2; 3. This an be doneby a topologial argument. The remaining orthogonality ondition follows from onformalinvariane of the Dirihlet produt. Thus we �nd, using RS2 j 5 xkj2dv = 8�3 for eah k,3�1 � 1�1 + 1�2 + 1�3 � 38� ZS2( 3Xk=1x2k)dv = 32 :Hene �1 � 2. On the other hand, if �1 = 2, equality must hold everywhere in the formulaabove. Hene x1; x2; x3 must be the eigenfuntions of the metri. This means that themetri is the standard sphere.



6 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGRemark. N.Korevaar has reently proved �k � Ck on ompat surfaes, and also anextension of this result to onformal metris to higher dimensional manifolds.x3 Weyl's Asymptoti Formula.Let M be a ompat Riemannian manifold (or bounded domain in Rn). Let's denoteN(�) = # of eigenvalues � �, where we ount multipliity. ThenN(�)J � !nVol(M) �n2(2�)nas �!1, where !n is the volume of the unit ball in Rn. If � = �k, then we get(�k)n2 � (2�)nk!nVol(M)Remarks.(1) In the aseM is a bounded smooth domain, Weyl's formula an be derived by usingthe max-min priniple (Rayleigh quotient). [C, p 32-33 ℄.(2) Polya onjeture: (�k)n2 � (2�)nk!nVol(M) and (�k)n2 � (2�)nk!nVol(M) for plane domains.Polya proved his onjeture for \plane-tiling" domains in 1961 [P℄.(3) The formula means that limn!1 N(�)�n2 = !n(2�)nVol(M)i.e., Vol(M) is determined by the spetral ounting funtion N(�). A sharper study of theasymptoti distribution of the eigenvalues is through the study of the trae of the heatkernel.Let's write Z(t) =Xi e��it = Trae e��t:Theorem.( [MP, MS℄) When t! 0+, Z(t)! (4�t)�n2 Vol(M). Atually,Z(t) � (4�t)�n2 (a0 + a 12 t 12 + a1t+ � � � )as t ! 0+, where a0 = Vol(M) , and ai are given by the integrals of the loal invariantsof g.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 7We will return to this theorem in Chapter 2.If we write Z(t) = Z 10 e�t�dN(�)then we see that Weyl's formula implies a0 = Vol(M). It turns out that a0 = Vol(M)also implies Weyl's asymptoti formula through an appliation of Karamata's TauberianTheorem.Remark. One annot mention this subjet without mentioning the problem of Ka,\Can one hear the shape of a drum?" [K℄. Let 
 be a domain in R2 with smooth boundary.Is 
 determined by its spetrum �1; �2; � � � ; ? i.e., an we hear 
 (a membrane of a drum)if we had perfet pith? Weyl's formula shows that the area of 
 an be heard. Ka [K℄proved that if 
 is onvex, then L = l(
) an be heard. In fat, L appears in the oeÆienta 12 in the asymptoti formula of Z(t) :Z(t) = 1Xi=1 e��it � j
j2�t � L4 1(2�t) 12 + � � �for t! 0.Sine a disk is the only region with L2 = 4�j
j, we haveCorollary. Cirular drums an be heard.Remark. Ka's originally problem was answered last year in the negative by C. Gordon,D. Webb and S. Wolpert [G-W-W℄ based on a method of Sunada [S℄. The main statementis that there is a pair of non-ongruent simply onneted domains in the Eulidean spaewhih have the same spetrum for both the Dirihlet and Neumann problems .ReferenesThe basi referene for this hapter is [C℄ I. Chavel, Eigenvalues in RiemannianGeometry. Chapter 1 and 2. Aademi Press, 1984.Additional referenes:[G-W-W℄ C. Gordon, D.Webb, and S.Wolpert, Isospetral Plane Domains and Surfaesvia Riemannian Orbifolds. (preprint).



8 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG[K℄ M.Ka, \ Can one hear the shape of a drum?", A.M.S. Monthly, 73, pp 1-23 (1966).[M-P℄ S.Minakshisundaram, and A. Pleijel, Some properties of the eigenfuntions of theLaplae operator on Riemannian manifolds. Can. J. Math. 1, pp 242-256 (1949 ).[M-S℄ H.Mkean, and I. Singer, Curvature and eigenvalues of the Laplaien . J. Di�.Geom. 1, pp 43-70 (1967).[P℄ G.Polya, On the eigenvalues of vibrating membranes. Pro. London Math. So. 11,pp 419-433 (1961).[S℄ T.Sunada, Riemannian overings and isospetral manifolds. Ann. of Math. 121. pp248-277 (1985).[S-W℄ E.Stein and G.Weiss, \Introdution to Fourior Analysis on Eulidean Spae".Prineton University Press, 1971.
Chapter 2Ray-Singer-Polyakov formula on ompat surfaesx1. Heat kernel.In hapter 1 we mentioned Weyl's formula:�k � C(n)( kVol(M)) 2nas k �! 1. If we let Z(t) = P1k=0 e��kt, Z(t) tends to (4�t)�n2 (a0) as t �! 0+, wherea0 = Vol(M). Z(t) is alled \the trae of the heat kernel". Assume f�ig is a sequene ofeigenfuntions whih forms an orthonormal basis for L2(M), thenZ(t) = ZM 1Xi=0 e��it�i(x)�i(x)dV (x)= ZM K(x; x; t)dV (x)where K(x; y; t) =P e��it�i(x)�i(y) is alled the heat kernel .



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 9Proposition. K(x; y; t) is the unique fundamental solution of the heat equation onM . It is ontinuous in M �M � (0;1), C2 in x; y, and C1 in t. That is, for any givenbounded ontinuous funtion f on M , the funtion u(x) = R K(x; y; t)f(y)dV (y) satis�esthe following equation: f ��tu(x) = �u(x)limt�!0+ u(x; t) = f(x) on M:Examples.(1) On S1 = fz 2 C : jzj = 1g, the Laplaian has spetrum fn2; ein�g1n=�1 anddV = d�2� . So K(x; y; t) = 1Xn=�1 e�n2teinxe�iny :In partiular, K(x; x; t) = Z(t) =P1�1 e�n2t whih tends to 1p4�t as t �! 0+.(2) On Rn, K(x; y; t) = (4�t)�n2 e� jx�yj24t .Estimates of the heat kernel for general manifolds an be found in Davies [D℄, and inLi-Yau 's [L-Y℄ for the ase of Ri � 0.x2 Asymptoti behavior of the trae of the heat kernel.The main tool for studying the asymptoti behavior of the trae of the heat kernel isthe Pseudo-di�erential alulus (see, e.g., P.Gilkey [G,Chapter 3℄). In the following wewill briey mention this approah.Reall the Cauhy integral formula:f(z) = 12�i ZC f(�)� � z d�where f is analyti in a neighborhood of the losed urve C and z is inside C. We applythis formula to the ellipti operator D : L2(M) �! L2(M). De�nef(D) = 12�i ZC f(�)�I �Dd�where C is a urve avoiding the spetrum of D. Then f is analyti outside a neighborhoodof the spetrum of D.



10 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGExample.: fs(z) = zs, s 2 C and D = � d2d�2 on S1. Let � = P aneinx be a funtion inL2(S1). We have (Ds�)(x) =X ann2seinx=X(Z �(y)einydy)n2seinx= Z (Xn2sein(x�y))�(y)dy:So kernel of Ds is Ks(x; y) = Pn2sein(x�y) and in partiular, Ks(x; x) = Pn2s whihonverges when Re(s) < � 12 . Ks as a funtion of s, whih is losely related to Riemannzeta funtion, is meromorphi in all C with only a simple pole at s = �12 .Take f(�) = e�t�. It turns out that e�tD is a in�nitely \smoothing" operator. Takinga \good" approximation D� of (�I �D)�1, and using the  DO alulus on manifolds, wean getTheorem . (Minakshisundaram-Pleijel[M-P℄, MKean-Singer[M-S℄). For any positiveself-adjoint ellipti operator D of order 2, we haveK(x; x; t) � 1X0 Bk(x)t (k�dimM)2 as t! 0+where Bk is omputable in terms of the symbol �D of D and derivatives of �D. If �M = ;,then Bk � 0 when k is odd.Let us denote ak = R B2k(x)dV (x). Applying the above theorem to D = � on amanifold, we getTheorem . [M-K℄ Suppose (M; g) is a ompat Riemannian manifold withoutboundary. ThenZ(t) � (4�t)�n2 (a0 + a1t+ a2t2 + � � � ) as t! 0+; wherea0 = Vol(M)a1 = 13 ZM KdVa2 = 1180 ZM (10A� B + 2C)dVwhere K is the Gaussian urvature of the metri (M; g), and where A;B;C are polynomialsof degree 2 in the urvature tensor Rijkl.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 11The formula whih we will use in this leture is the following:Corollary. When M is a ompat losed surfae (dim(M) = 2), thenZM K = 2�(M) = 2�(2� 2g)hene K(x; x; t) � 14�t + K(x)12� + O(t) as t! 0+and Z(t) � area(M)4�t + �(M)6 + �t60 ZM K2 + O(t2) as t! 0+:Corollary. �(M) is audible.Remark. A omputation of a1 an also be found in [G, Ch 6℄.x3 Polyakov and Ray-Singer's log determinant formula on a ompat surfaewithout boundary.Reall Weyl's formula �n2k � Cn( kVol(M) ). Then ��sk � Cnk� 2n s. In partiular P10 ��skonverges if Re(s) > dim M2 = n2 .Now let n = 2 and de�ne the zeta funtion with Re(s) > 1 as �(s) = Pk>0 ��sk . Byusing dds��s = ���s log�, we an formally write� 0(s) = �X��sk log�kand �� 0(0)\ = "X log �kwhere we must notie that the last sum diverges in general. Now we would like to formallyde�ne det� = e��0(0)\ = "�1k=1�k if � 0(0) exists. To see � 0(0) is well-de�ned, withRe(t) > 0; x > 0 we argue as follows:x�s = 1�(s) Z 10 e�xtts�1dt



12 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGwhere �(s) = R10 e�tts�1dt is the gamma funtion . So ��sk = 1�(s) R10 e��ktts�1dt andhene �(s) = 1�(s) Z 10 ( 1Xk=1 e��kt)ts�1dt= 1�(s) Z 10 (Tre��t � 1)ts�1dtTo see the behavior as t �! 0+ of the above integral, we apply Theorem 2 and getTre��t � A4�t + �(M)6 + O(t) as t �! 0+Thus for Re(s) > �1 we have�(s) = 1�(s) Z 10 ( A4�t + �(M)6 + O(t)� 1)ts�1dt+ analyti funtions in sFor s lose to zero, we may write�(s) = 1�(s)( A4�(s� 1) + (�(M)6 � 1)1s + 1s+ 1) + analyti funtions in sHere we have used the property that �(s) = R10 e�tts�1dt = 1s � 1s+1 + � � � = 1s +analyti funtion in s around s = 0. Thus �(s) is well-de�ned for Res > �1 andmeromorphi with pole at s = +1 (it is analyti at s = 0). We know �(0) = �(M)6 � 1, sowe de�ne � 0(s)js=0 = lims�!0 �(s)� �(0)swhih is our de�nition of � log det�.Ray-Singer-Polyakov Formula. [P1℄ [P2℄ [R-S℄ Suppose (M; g0) is a ompat losedsurfae, and g1 = e2ug0 is a metri onformal to g0 with vol(M; g1) = vol(M; g0). Thenwe have log det�1det�0 = � 112� ZM (2K0u+ jr0uj2)dV0where �i; (i = 1; 2) denotes the Laplaian operators with respet to gi repetively.Proof Sine g1 = e2ug0, we have �1 = e�2u�0 with volume A = RM dV1 = RM e2udV0 and�0(s)� �1(s) = 1�(s) Z 10 (Tr(e��0t)� Tr(e��1))ts�1dt



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 13Thus I = logdet�1det�0 = lims!0 �0(s)� �1(s)s= lims!0 1s�(s) Z 10 (Tr(e��0t)� Tr(e��1t))ts�1dt :Consider the one parameter family of metris g� = e2u�g0, where u� = �u; 0 � � � 1:Denote �� = e�2u��0, then the urvature K� of the metri g� = ��g0 satis�es�0u� +K�e2u� = K0:Observe that �� and ~�� = �� 12� �0�� 12� have the same set of eigenvalues ( hene the sametrae of the heat kernel ) with the advantage that the domain of ~�� is L2(dV0). HeneI = Z 10 (Tr(e��0t)� Tr(e��1t))dtt= � Z 10 1t Z 10 dd�Tr(e�t ~��)d�dt= Z 10 Z 10 Tr(e�t ~�� d ~��d� )d�dt= � Z 10 Z 10 Tr(�0��� e�t ~�� ~��)d�dt ( where �0� = dd��� )= Z 10 d�Z 10 Tr( ddt �0��� e�t ~�� )dt= Z 10 d�Z 10 ddtTr(�0��� e�t ~�� )dt= Z 10 d� Tr(�0��� e�t ~�� )j10= � Z 10 d�(lim�!0 Tr(�0��� e�� ~�� )):To ompute lim�!0 Tr(�0��� e�� ~�� ); we apply the asymptoti formula for the trae of heat-kernel for ~��, and get I�(�) = lim�!0 Tr(�0��� e�� ~�� )= lim�!0Xk ZM �0��� e�� ~�(�)k ( ~�(�)k (x))2d ~V�where ~�(�)k , and ~�(�)k (x) are eigenvalues and eigenfuntions of ~��. Notie that ~�(�)k = �(�)k ,and �(�)k (x) = ��1� ~�(�)k (x) are eigenvalues and eigenfuntions for ~��. We get



14 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGI�(�) = lim��!0 ZM �0�(x) 14��(1 + �3K�(x) +O(�2))dV0(x):Notie that by our assumption R ��(x)dV0(x) = A is �xed, thus RM �0�(x)dV0(x) = 0.Hene I = � Z 10 d�I�(�) = � Z 10 lim��!0ZM �0�(x) � 112�K�(x)dV0(x)= � 112� Z 10 d� ZM �0�(x)��(x) (K0 ��0u�)(x)dV0(x)= � 112� Z 10 d� ZM 2u0�(K0 ��0u�)dV0(x)= � 112� Z 10 d� ZM dd� (2K0u� + jru�j2)dV0(x)= � 112� ZM (2K0u+ jruj2)dV0:Whih �nishes the proof of the formula.Referenes[C℄ I. Chavel; as in Chapter 1.[D℄ A.M.Davies, Heat kernel and spetral theory, Cambridge University Press, 1989.[G℄ P.Gilkey, The index Theorem and the heat equation. Publish or Perish 1974.[M-P℄ H.Mkean, and I.Singer; as in Chapter 1.[M-S℄ S.Minakshisundaram, and A. Pleijel; as in Chapter 1.[P1℄ A.Polyakov, \ Quantum Geometry of Bosoni Strings". Physis Letters 103B(1981)pp 207-210.[P2℄ A.Polyakov, \ Quantum Geometry of Ferioni Strings". Physis Letters 103B(1981)pp 211-213.[R-S℄ D. B. Ray and I.M. Singer, R-torsion and the Laplaian on Riemannian manifolds,Advanes in Math. 7(1971), pp 145-210.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 15Chapter 3Moser-Onofri Inequality and AppliationsLet's reall the Ray-Singer-Polyakov's formula on a ompat surfae. Suppose thatg1 = e2ug0 and g0 are two onformal metris on a ompat surfae M without boundarywith �1 = e�2u�0. Then we havelog det�1det�0 = � 112� ZM (2K0u+ jr0uj2)dV0In the speial ase withM = S2 and g0 the standard metri of onstant Gaussian urvatureK0 = 1. For any u with RS2 e2u = 4� and �u = e�2u�0,log det�udet�0 = � 112� ZS2(2u+ jruj2)dV0Onofri's inequality.(1) 14� ZS2 e2u � exp( 14� ZS2(2u+ jruj2))with equality i� e2ug0 is isometri to g0.Corollary. Among all metris on S2, log det�0 is the maximum.Remark. This should be ompared to result of Hersh that �1 � 2.There are now many di�erent proofs of Onofri's inequality. The author knows at leastfour: Onofri's original proof [O℄ and [O-V℄, an independent proof by Hong [H℄, subsequentproof by O-P-S [O-P-S-1℄ and a reent proof by Bekner. Here we will present the originalproof by Onofri as it onnets the inequality to onformal geometry on S2. All these proofsdepend on the following inequality of Moser:Moser. ([M℄) If u is smooth on S2 then there is some onstant C1 suh that(2) ZS2 exp� �(u� �u)2RS2 jruj2dV0� � C1for any � � 4�, with 4� being the best onstant, i.e., if � > 4�, the integral an be madearbitrarily large by appropriate hoie of u. In the above inequality �u = 14� RS2 udV0.



16 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGRemark 1.. Trudinger �rst proved that there exists some onstant � so that the aboveinequality (2) holds. (2) should be onsidered as the limiting ase of Sobolev imbeddingTheorem: W 1;q0 ,! Lp with 1p = 1q � 1n for 1 < q < n. If q > n, then W 1;q0 an be identi�edwith H�older ontinuous funtion with H�older exponent 1� nq . When q = n, W 1;n0 6� L1,butW 1;n0 is ontained in funtions of the exponential lass: W 1;n0 (D) ,! exp nn�1 lass, i.e.,for any bounded domain D in Rn, there is a onstant � = �(D) and onstant C = C(D)so that if u is in W 1;n0 (D) with RD j 5 ujn � 1 thenZD exp(�juj nn�1 ) � Cmeas(D):Later Moser improved Trudinger's inequality and obtained the value of the best onstant�, in the ase of plane domains � = 4�.Remark 2.. Moser's proof is quite sharp and deliate. We will not inlude his originalproof here. (An easier proof is inluded in D. Adams ([A℄) given by A. Garsia). But thekey elements in the proof are:Step 1. Apply "symmetrization" based on "isoperimetri inequality" and redue thefuntion to one variable, i.e.,Exerise. Let u� be symmetri dereasing funtion with same distribution funtion as u.Then R jru�j2 � R jruj2.Step 2. The one-variable inequality after the hange of variable t = logr beomes thefollowing: Given w smooth on (�1;1) with _w � 0, R1�1 _w2dt � 1, R1�1 w�dt = 0 forsome positive funtion � with R1�1 � = 1, �(t) � C0e�jtj. Then R1�1 ew2(t)�(t)dt is boundedindependent of w.We will present at the end of this leture a proof of Moser's inequality based on step 2above given by [C-C℄, the proof also indiates that an extremal funtion for the inequalityexists.Remark 3.. We all u de�ned on S2 an even funtion if u(�) = u(��) for all � 2 S2.The best onstant � in Moser's inequality for funtions in the even lass is � = 8�.To see this we have the following lemma.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 17Lemma.[C-Y-5℄ Assume that D is a pieewise C2 domain in R2 with RD jruj2 = 1and RD u = 0. Let LM = length offxju(x) = Mg and AM = area offxju(x) � Mg. If�u = supM�!1;jAM j�!0 L2MAM , then there exists a onstant C2 (independent of u) so thatZD e�uu2 � C2jDj:In partiular,(a) when u is smooth funtion with ompat support in D, then �u � 4�.(b) When D = S2, we have the isoperimetri inequality L2 � A(4��A), hene �u � 4�.() If u is even, for two small regions on S2 symmetri under antipodal map, L =L1 + L2 with L1 = L2, A = A1 + A2 with A1 = A2, and Li � Ai(4� � Ai), thusL2 = 4L21 � 4Ai(4� � Ai) = A(8� � A). So �u � 8�.Corollary.(4) 14� ZS2 e2u � C2 exp( 14� ZS2 jruj2 + 2 14� ZS2 u)with C2 � C1 in (2).Proof 2(u� �u) � 4�(u� �u)2RS2 jruj2dV0 + 14� ZS2 jruj2dV0by using 2ab � a2 + b2.Notie the best onstants C1 in (2) is greater than 1, while the statement in Onofri'sinequality indiates the best onstant C2 in (4) is 1. Proof of Onofri's inequality We willuse the following fat:Lemma 1. Let S[u℄ = 14� RS2 jruj2 + 2 14� RS2 u. Then S[u℄ is onformally invariantin the following sense: Given � a onformal transformation of S2, let T�u = v denotethe indued onformal fator given by ��(e2ug0) = e2vg0; of more expliitly, T�u =(u Æ �) + 12 log jJ�j: Then S[T�u℄ = S[u℄.Proof Sine log determinant is an intrinsi quantity of the metri it is invariant underonformal transformation, S[T�u℄ = S[u℄ as a onsequene of Polyakov's formula.Remark. This lemma also an be proved diretly without applying Polykov's formula,but based on the following orollary.



18 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGCorollary. If u = 12 log jJ�j for some onformal transformation �, then S[u℄ = 0.De�nition. We say u 2 S if RS2 e2uxj = 0 for j = 1; 2; 3.Lemma 2. Given a C1 funtion u de�ned on S2, there exists a onformaltransformation � suh that T�u 2 S.Proof Consider the following family of onformal transformations of S2. Given P 2 S2; t 2[1;1), rotate the oordinates so that P orresponds to the north pole (0; 0; 1). Using thestereographi projetion from P mapping the sphere to the equatorial plane on whih wehave the omplex oordinate z, we denote the transformation �P;t(z) = tz. Observe that�P;1 = id; �P;t = ��P;t�1 , hene this set of onformal transformations an be parametrizedby the unit ball B3 = S2 � [1;1)=S2 � f1g. Notie that for � = �P;t we may write witha hange of variable Z e2T�uxj = Z e2u(xj Æ ��1P;t):De�ne the enter of mass of the mass distribution e2u by C:M:(�P;t) = R e2uxjÆ��1P;tR e2u ; j =1; 2; 3:. The enter of mass map may be onsidered as a map from B3 to B3, it has aontinuous extension to the boundary mapping P to �P . It follows from the Brouwer's�xed point theorem that there exists P 2 S2; t 2 [1;1) for whih C:M:(�P;t) = 0.Lemma 3.(Aubin [Au℄) If u 2 S, for all � > 0 there is a onstant C� suh that14� ZS2 e2u � C� exp((12 + �) 14� ZS2 jruj2 + 2 14� ZS2 u)We will now �nish the proof of Onofri's inequality based on Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.Proof Consider the funtional F [u℄ = log 14� ZS2 e2u � S[u℄de�ned for all u on W 1;2(S2). Apply Moser's inequality, we getlog 14� ZS2 e2u � S[u℄ + C1so F [u℄ � C1. Choose uk 2 W 1;2(S2) so that F [uk℄ �!M = maxF [u℄.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 19Apply Lemma 1, we know F [u℄ = F [T�u℄ for any onfomal transformation. ApplyLemma 2, we may assume w.l.o.g. that uk 2 S and R uk = 0. Apply Lemma 3, thenlog 14� ZS2 e2uk � C� + (12 + �) 14� ZS2 jrukj2 + 2 14� ZS2 ukHene M � � � F [uk℄ � C� � (12 � �) 14� ZS2 jrukj2for all � < 12 . i.e., 14� ZS2 jrukj2 � C� + ��Mis bounded. Choose R uk = 0. Thus uk �! u weakly in W 1;2 and R jruj2 � R jrukj2,F [u℄ � F [uk℄ and R e2uk �! R e2u. So F [u℄ attains the maximum value and u satis�es�u+ e2u = 1with u 2 S. This is equivalent to u = 12 log jJ�j for some onformal transformation �, butamong this lass of funtions only the onstant funtion u = 0 belongs to the symmetrilass S.Exerise. Prove that if  p;t = 12 log jJ�p;t j, then R jr p;tj2 �! +1 as t �! 1 andR  p;t �! �1 as t �!1. While R jr p;tj2 + 2 R  p;t = 0.As an appliation, we have the following result due to Osgood-Phillips-Sarnak:Theorem. [O-P-S-2℄ Isospetral family of metris on ompat surfae without boundaryform a ompat set in the C1- topology.Sketh of Proof We will only prove here the genus zero ase, i.e., M = S2. In this asethe theorem says given fe2ukg with �k = e�2uk�0 having the same spetrum data, thenthe onformal lass [uk℄ of uk forms a C1- ompat family.Reall the heat kernel asymptotis:Tre��t �! (4�t)�1(a0 + a1t+ a2t2 + � � � ) as t! 0+witha0 = R dV = R e2udV0,



20 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGa1 = 13 RM KdV = 16�(M) = 4�3 ,a2 = �60 R K2dV = �60 R (1��0u)2dV0.For k � 3, ak = RM B2kdV where B2k are universal polynomials of weight 2k in Kand � with K;� eah ounting as degree 2. a0 is �xed while a2 gives some informationof �0u. Thus we need some information about the 1st derivative of u (whih is missing{whih a1 does not provide); while leading term ak provides some informations about W k;2norm of u.Key idea is to use log determinant formula to bound R jruj2.log det�udet�0 = �13S[u℄here R e2u = 4� say. W.l.o.g., assume that u 2 S, then Aubin's inequality implies thatR jruj2 � bdd.Remark. In the papers of [O-P-S-1℄, they have also treated the higher genus ase,and also the lass of simply onneted plane domains. In the ase of plane domain(via onformal map, the unit dis), the role played by Moser's inequality is replaedby Beurling's inequality, the role of Onofri's inequality is replaed by the Lebedev-Milininequality and the analogue of the Ray-Singer-Polyakov formula is proved by Alvarez [Al℄.Beurling's inequality. Let D be the unit dis and f be an analyti funtion on D.If R RDjf 0(z)j2dxdy � �, f(0) = 0, thenjf� 2 �D : jf(ei�)j > tgj � 2�e1�t2Lebedev-Milin's inequality.log Z�D e2u d�2� � ZD jruj2 dxdy� + 2 Z�D ud�2�where u is harmoni in D. Referenes[A℄ D.Adams, A sharp inequality of J.Moser for higher oeder derivatives. Annals of Math.128 (1988), pp 385-398.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 21[Au℄ T.Aubin, J. Funt. Anal. 32(1979). pp 148-174.[C-C℄ L.Carleson ans S.Y.A.Chang, On the existene of an extremal funtion for aninequality of J.Moser. Bull. S.C.Math. 2e series, 110 (1986), pp 113-127.[C-Y-5℄ S.Y.A.Chang and P.Yang, Conformal deofrmation of metri on S2. J.D.G. 27(1987), pp 259-296.[H℄ C.W.Hong, A best onstant and the Gaussian urvature. P.A.M.S. 97 (1986), pp737-747.[M℄ J.Moser, A sharp form of an inequality ny N.Trudinger, Indiana U. Math J. 20, No11(1971), pp 1077-1092.[O℄ E.Onofri, On the positivity of the e�etive ation in a theory of random surfaes.Comm.Math,Physis. 86 (1982), pp 321-326.[O-V℄ E.Onofri and M.Virasoro, On a formulation of Polyakov's string theory with regularlassial solutions. Nulear Physis, B 201 (1982), pp 159-175.[O-P-S-1℄ B.Osgood, R.Phillips and P.Sarnak, Extremals of determinants of Laplaian.J.Funt. Anal. 80 (1988), pp 148-211.[O-P-S-2℄ B.Osgood, R.Phillips and P.Sarnak, Compat isospetral sets of surfaes. J.Funt. Anal. 80 (1988), pp 212-234.[T℄ N.S.Trudinger, On imbedding into Orliz spaes and some appliations, J.Math.Meh,17(1967), pp473-483. Chapter 4Existene of Extremal Funtions for Moser InequalityIn this hapter, we will desribe a proof to establish the existene of extremal funtionsfor Moser-Trudinger inequality as stated in the previous hapter. The proof has appearedin [C-C℄, see also [St℄.Theorem 1 Let Bn denote the unit ball in Rn, n = 2, thensup ZBn exp(�njuj nn�1 ) dx



22 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGis attained for funtions u 2 W 1;n0 (Bn) with RBn j 5 uj dx 5 1, where �n = n(!n�1) 1n�1 ,!n�1 is the area of (n� 1) spheres.We �rst remark that the result is surprising in the following sense: Moser's inequality isthe limiting ase of the Sobolev embedding Theorem W 1;q0 (D) � Lp(D) with 1p = 1q 1n for1 � q � n and domainD in Rn. In the limiting ase for q = n, we haveW 1;n0 (D) � exp nn�1lass, while the embedding with exponent �n ) is not ompat. In another well-knownase of Sobolev Embedding W 1;20 (D) � L 2nn�2 , while the embedding is not ompat, theextremal funtion for the embedding does not exist unless D = Rn. In the latter ase thestudy of the nonompatness phenomenon leads to the solution of \Yamabe" problem ([A℄ [S-1℄ ), and many other interesting problems in non-linear PDE ( f [B-N℄). In ontrast,in the ase of the Moser funtional, the extremal funtion is attained. We also want topoint out that the proof we shall present below is an existene proof, with the expliitexpression of the extremal funtion remains an open question.Our seond remark is that we have obtained the existene result only for D = Bn theunit ball in Rn. The reason for this onstrain is that only in this ase, we may apply thesymmetrization tehnique mentioned in hapter 3 to redue the theorem to the followingequivalent form via a hange of variable as in [M℄.Theorem 2 Let K denote the lass of C1 funtions !(t) de�ned on 0 5 t1 � 1satisfying !(0) = 0; _!(t) = 0 and Z 10 _!n(t) dt 5 1;then(1) sup!2K Z 10 e! nn�1 (t)�t dtis attained by some funtion !� 2 K.In a reent paper by M. Fluher [F℄, using ingenious method in omplex analysis, he wasable to establish Theorem 1 for general domain in R2. In another related development,T.L. Soong [So℄ has proved the analogous results of Theorem 1 for funtions u de�ned onS2 with RS2 u = 0, and some partial result for funtions v de�ned on S4, with RS4 v = 0and < Pv; v >5 1 where P = (��)2 + 2� is the Panitz operator on S4.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 23In the remaining part of this hapter, we will prove Theorem 2 for the speial asen = 2. The proof for general n is more ompliated only in the tehnial sense.Proof of Theorem 2; for n = 2The existene Theorem was established via method of ontradition. This is aom-plished through the following two steps:Step 1 Assume there is no extremal funtion attaining the supremum in (1), thensup!2K Z 10 e!2(t)�t dt 5 1 + e:Step 2 There exists some ! 2 K withsup!2K Z 10 e!2(t)�t dt > 1 + e:The proofs of both step 1 and step 2 are motivated by the existene of a sequene of\broken line" funtions f!aga>0 de�ned as follows: !1(t) = t when 0 5 t 5 1, !1(t) = 1when t = 1, and !a(t) = pa!1( ta ). This is the sequene of funtions whih has beenused by Moser [5℄ in establishing that �2 = 4� is the best exponent in the embeddingW 1;20 � L2. Notie that for this sequene of funtions f!ag, !a 2 K;!a(x)! 0 as a!1uniformly in ompat subsets, and I(!a) = R10 e!2a(t)�t dt9 I(0) = 1. The intuitive ideain the proof of the theorem is to prove that if the extremal of I(!) for ! 2 K does notexist, the maximal sequene would behave quite like the sequene f!ag.Proof of step 2De�ne !(t) = 8><>: t2 when 0 5 t 5 2;(t� 1) 12 when 2 5 t 5 e2 + 1;e when t > e2 + 1then I(!) = 2 Z 10 et2�2t dt+ e= 2e Z 10 es2 ds+ e > 2:723e + e > 1 + e;based on lower Riemann sum estimate of the integral R 10 es2 ds.



24 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGProof of step 1Choose a sequene !m 2 K with I(!m)!M = sup!2K I(!). Assume that there doesnot exist any ! 2 K attaining supremum M , we laim that the sequene !m has thefollowing properties:(a) For eah A > 0, R A0 (!m)2 dt! 0 as m!1,(b) Let am be the �rst in [1;1) with !2m(am) = am � 2 log am (if suh am exists). Thenam !1 as m!1.() limm!1 R am0 e!2m(t)�t dt = 1;(d) lim supm!1 R1am e!2m(t)�t dt 5 e:(a) (b) an be established via argument by ontradition and elementary alulus.To prove (), we notie that it follows from (a) that !m ! 0 uniformly on ompatsubsets. Thus for eah � > 0, A and m large with !2m(t) 5 � for t 5 A, using the propertythat am is the �rst point with !2m(t) = t� 2 log+ t we haveZ am0 e!2(t)�t dt = Z A0 + Z amA5 e� Z A0 e�t dt+ Z amA e2 log+ t dt= e�(1� e�A) + ( 1A � 1am ) 5 1;as �! 0; A!1. On the other handZ am0 e!m(t)�t dt = Z am0 e�t dt = 1� e�am ;whih tends to one as am !1, whih �nishes the proof of ().To prove (d), we �rst establish a lemma.Lemma 3 Let KÆ = f� : C1 funtions defined on 0 5 t < 1; �(0) = 0; R10 _�2 dt 50g, then for eah  > 0 we have(2) sup�2KÆ Z 10 e�(t)�t dt < e � e 24 Æ:Also when 2Æ !1, the inequality in (2) tends asymptotially to an equality.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 25Proof of Lemma 3We �rst remark that sine R1N e�(t)�t dt is uniformly small for all � 2 KÆ as N !1,it is easy to verify that the extremal funtion for sup�2KÆ R10 e�(t)�t dt exists.Suppose � 2 KÆ is suh sn extremal funtion, then a variational method shows that itsatis�es the following di�erential equation:(3) e�(t)�t = A ��; for some onstant A:Let k(t) = �(t)� t, we may rewrite (3) into(4) ek(t) = A �k(t);with k(t) satisfying(5) Z 10 ( _k + 1)2 dt = 2Æ; k(0) = 0;hene _k(1) = �1; k(1) =1. Multiply (4) by _k and integrate, we get(6) ek(t) = A(12( _k + 1)2(t)� ( _k + 1)(t) + C):Letting C !1 and using (5), we �nd  = 0. Compare (4) and (6) we get(7) �k(t) = 12( _k + 1)2(t)� ( _k + 1)(t):After integrating (7), we have 1 + _k(t) = 21 +Bet ;where the onstant B is determined by the equality(8) 2Æ = Z 10 ( _k + 1)2 dt = 4(log 1 + BB � 11 + B ):Evaluating (6) at t = 0 we get(9) 1 = A( 2(1 + B)2 � 21 +B ):On the other hand, integrating (4) diretly we get from (9)J = Z 10 ek(t) dt = Ak(t)j10 = � 2A1 + B = 1 + BB :



26 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGSine 1+ _k(t) = �(t) = 0 we have 1+B = 0. Thus B = 0. It follows from (9) that B ! 0when 2Æ !1 and J 5 exp(142Æ + 1) with the inequality approahing an equality when2Æ !1 as laimed in the statement of this lemma.We may now apply the above lemma to �nish the proof of (d) as follows: Letx = t� am; �m = !m(x+ am)� !m(am), then !m(t) = �m(x) + !m(am) for all x > 0,!2m(t) = !2m(am) + 2!m(am)�m(x) + �2m(x):Sine �m(0) = 0; R10 _�2(x) dx = R1am _!2m(t) dt = Æm. Thus if we set y = (1 � Æ)x;  =2!m(am) and �(y) = �m(x) we get(10) Z 1am e!2m(t)�t dt 5 e!2m(am)�am 11� Æm Z 10 d�(y)�y dy;applying the above lemma Z 1am e!2m(t)�t dt 5 ekm 1Æm e;where km = !2m(am) � am + Æm1+Æm!2m(am). Sine !m 2 K, !2m(am) 5 (1 � Æm)am, fromthis using the de�nition of am we an hek Æm 5 2 log+ amam ! 0 as m ! 1 and km ! 0as m!1. Thus it follows from (10) we havelim supm!1 Z 1am e!2m(t)�t dt 5 e;whih establishes (d). We have �nished the proof of Theorem 2 for n = 2 ase.Remark The author has learned from B. Bekner that Lemma 3 is atually equivalentto the Onofri's inequality on S2 as stated in Chapter 3, whih is not an obvious fat at all.Referenes[A℄ T. Aubin, The Salar Curvature, Di�erential Geometry and Relations. Reider publish-ing Co. 1976.[B-N℄ H. Brezis and L. Nireberg, Positive Solutions of nonlinear ellipti equations involvingritial exponents. Comm. Pure. Appl. Math, Vol.36, 1983, p. 437-477.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 27[C-C℄ L. Carleson and S.Y. Alie Chang, On the existene of an extremal funtion for aninequality of J. Moser. Bull. S. Math. Vol.110,1986, p. 113-127.[F℄ M. Fluher, Extremal funtions for the Trudinger-Moser inequality in 2 dimensions.Comm Math Helv, Vol.67, 1992, p. 471-497.[M℄ J. Moser, see Chapter 3.[St℄ M. Struwe, Critial points of embeddings ofH1;20 into Orliz Spaes. Ann Inst H PoinareAnal Nonlieaire, Vol.5, 1988, p.425-464.[S-1℄ R. Shoen, Conformal deformation of a Riemannian metri to onstant Salar Curva-ture. JDG, Vol.20,1984, p.479-495.[So℄ Tien-lun Soong, Extremal funtions for the Moser inequality on S2 and S4. Ph.DThesis, 1991. Chapter 5Bekner-Adams Inequalities and Extremal Log-determinants in 4-D.In this hapter, we will disuss some attempts to generalize the Onofri and [O-P-S℄results to higher-dimensional manifolds.Reall that Polyakov's formula depends highly on the invariant property of the Lapla-ian operator, i.e. if g = e2wg0, thenZM jruj2dVg = ZM jr0uj2dV0for every u de�ned ompat losed surfae M of dimension 2. RewriteZM jruj2dVg = � ZM (�u)udVgWe see that this property follows from that �g = e�2w�g0 .De�nition. We all an operator A a onformal ovariant operator if g = e2wg0 thenA = e�bwA0eaw with b� a = 2.



28 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGExample 1. A = � then b = 2, a = 0 in the ase dim M = 2.Example 2. M is a losed manifold of dimension n andA = L = �n�+R; where n = 4(n� 1)n� 2 ;R is the salar urvature of M . L is alled the onformal Laplaian. Then L has thefollowing onformal ovariane propertyL!(�) = e�n+22 !L0(en�22 !�)for every � 2 C1(M).Exerise. Prove the onformal ovariant property of the onformal Laplaian.Hint:Let u denote en�22 ! , then u satis�es the equation Lu = Run+2n�2 , where R is thesalar urvature of g.In [P-R℄ (see also Branson[B℄), Parker and Rosenberg have omputed the heat kernelfor onformal ovariant operator, and proved that when n is an even integer, an=2 is aninvariant quantity under onformal hange of metris, and when n is an odd integer, logdeterminant is an invariant quantity.Restriting our attention to n = 4, for ompat 4-manifold, the a2 oeÆient of thetrae of the kernel for the onformal Laplaian operator is a onformal invariant of themetri. The work of [O-P-S 1,2℄ thus suggests that the role of a2 should be replaed bylog detL in the ompatness isospetral theorem. This is in fat the ase. Branson-Orsted[B-O℄ have given a generalized version of the Polyakov formula for logdeterminants ofonformally ovariant operators in four dimension on ompat loally symmetri Einsteinmanifolds. A speial ase is the onformal Laplaian L:In partiular, suppose V (M; g) = RM e4!dV0 = v0, thenF (!) = log detL!detL0 =� 2f14k(M; g0; L) log 1v0 ZM e4(!��!)� ZM (�!)2 �R0 Z jr!j2g � 4fR0 ZM jr!j2 � 12 ZM ��e!e! �2gwhere k(M; g0; L) = � 32v02 + 16�2�, and 2 denotes the square-norm of the Weylomformal urvature of g0. Indeed, ompatness information similar to those in twodimension an be obtained for metri e2!g0 with F (!) bounded. This is formulated as thefollowing result.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 29Theorem 1 [B-C-Y℄. If k(M; g0; L) < 32�2, and with normalized volume RM e4!dV0 =v0, then k!k2;2 is bounded by a onstant depending only on F (!).Examples of manifolds with k(M; g0; L) < 32�2: any manifoldM whih is ompat andloally symmetri,Einstein but not (S4; g0), or a hyperboli spae form. k(S4; g0; L) =32�2. But RP 4, CP 2, S2 � S2, T 4 and ompat quotients of polydis with standardmetri all have k(M) < 32�2.Theorem 1'. The onlusion of Theorem 1 holds on (S4; g0) with ! replaed by T�! forsome � a onformal transformation of S4. (T�(!) = !0�+ 14 ln jJ�j; e2T�!g0 = ��(e2!g0)The role 32�2 plays here is the same as that of 4� in Moser's inequality. Atually thereis a higher dimensional analogue of Moser's inequality when n � 2 due to Adams, whihwe will desribe below.Reall by the Sobolev embedding theorem, W�;q � Lp;when 1p = 1q � �n if q >1 and �q < n. The following result deals with the limiting ase �q = n.Theorem 2 (Adams). Suppose m < n are positive integers, 
 is a bounded domainin Rn. Then there are onstants C0 = C(m;n), �0 = �(m;n) suh that if u 2 Wm;q ofompat support in 
 with krmukq � 1, where qm = n, then for � � �0,Z
 exp(�ju(x)jq0) � C0j
j;where q0 = qq�1 and �0 is the best onstant for the inequality to hold.When n = 4, q = m = q0 = 2 we have �0(2; 4) = 32�2. L. Fontana (1991) hasgeneralized the above inequality to ompat n-manifold without boundary.In partiular we haveTheorem 2'. Suppose that (M; g) is a ompat 4-manifold without boundary, thenthere exists a onstant C0 suh that for every u 2 C2(M)ZM exp(32�2(u� �u)2RM (�u)2 )dVg � C0V (M):



30 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGCorollary. If M is a ompat 4-manifold without boundary, then for every ! 2 C2(M),log 1V ol(M) Z exp(4(! � �!)) � logC0 + 18�2 ZM (�!)2; where �! = 1V ol(M) Z !:Suppose k(M; g0; L) < 32�2, then when FA(!) is bounded, we may apply the orollaryabove to show ZM (�!)2 + ZM jr!j4is bounded. The proof is in the same spirit as the proof of Onofri's inequality thatu 2 S then S[u℄ is bounded implies that RM jruj2 is bounded. Details of the argument isontained in [B-C-Y℄.Restriting our attention to M = S4, we have that on (S4; g0), where g0 the standardmetri on S4, then denote v0 = V ol(S4), we haveF (!) = onstant � log detL0detL! = �log 1v0 ZS4 e4(!��!) � 13 1v0 ZS4(�!)2 � 23 1v0 ZS4 jr!j2�+ 23f4 1v0 ZS4 jr!j2 � 1v0 ZS4 ��e!e! �2g = I + 23II:Theorem 3. [B-C-Y℄ On (S4; g0), F (!) � 0, and F (!) = 0 if and only e2!g0 = ��(g0)for some onformal transformation on S4. That is, on S4 log determinant L is extremalif and only if g is isometri to the standard metri.It is interesting to see that the proof of the Theorem 3 an be formulated into twoextremal inequalities.Lemma 1. I � 0 on S4 and I = 0 i� e2!g0 = ��(g0).Lemma 2. II � 0 on S4 and II = 0 i� e2!g0 = ��(g0).Lemma 1 is a speial ase of an inequality of Bekner whih holds for general n. Itis a linearized version of the Adams inequality just as Onofri's inequality is a linearizedversion of Moser's inequality.Theorem 4. (Bekner [B℄) quad If f 2 C1(Sn) has an expansion P1k=0 Yk in spherialharmoni funtions Yk, thenlog 1V (Sn) ZSn e(f� �f) � 12n 1Xk=1B(n; k) 1V (Sn) ZSn jYkj2



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 31where B(n; k) = �(n + k)=�(n)�(k) and equality holds i� e2f=ng0 = ��(g0) for someonformal transformation � of Sn.The proof of the Bekner inequality is quite deliate and depends on the Fourier analysismethod (Lieb-Young inequality).Proof of Lemma 1 Take n = 4 in Bekner's inequality, in this ase,B(4; k) = �(3 + k)�(3)�(k) = k(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)6Reall that the k-th eigenvalue of � on S4 is �k = k(k + 3). Thus if Yk is a harmonipolynomial of degree k, then �Yk + k(k + 3)Yk = 0Letting f = e4! we get :log 1V (S4) ZS4 e4(!��!) � 168 � 6 1Xk=0ZS4 k(k + 1)(k + 2)(k + 3)jYkj2= 13 1X0 h��(��+ 2)Yk; Yki= 13 ZS4 !(��(��+ 2)!);= 13(ZS4(�!)2 + 2 ZS4 jr!j2):Thus Lemma 1 is equivalent to Bekner's inequality on S4.Remark. Bekner's proof also indiates thatS4(!) = Z (�!)2 + 2jr!j2 + 4�!is a onformal invariant and S4(!) � 0 if R e4! = V ol(S4). In partiular we haveP4! + 4!e4! = 4! on S4 () ! = 14 log jJ�jwhere the operator P4(!) = ��(��+ 2)! has appeared in the literature previously andis alled Paneitz's operator.Proof of the Lemma 2 We will present a geometri proof here. Reall that Lemma 2 isequivalent to the inequality: 4 ZS4 jr!j2 � ZS4 ��e!e! �2



32 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGwith \=" holding i� e2!g0 = ��(g0).Let u = e!. Then u satis�es the Yamabe equation�6�u+ Ru3 = R0u = 12uwhere R is the salar urvature of the metri e2!g.Thus �e!e! = �uu = �2 + R6 u2:We also observe that�e!e! = �! � jr!j2; and hene Z ��e!e! � = � Z jr!j2Denote V = V ol(S4), we have�II = 1V Z ��e!e! �2 � 4V Z jr!j2= 1V Z (�2 + R6 u2)2 + 4 1V Z (�2 + R6 u2) = �4 + 1V ZS4 R236 u4:Reall the Yamabe funtional (whih we will give further disussion in Leture 5) de�nedas: Q(u) = Q(S4; g0; u)= V 1=2 R jruj2 + 2u2(R u4)1=2 ;the in�mum of Q(u) is ahieved only by onformal fators u of the form u2g0 = ��g0 where� is a onformal transformation of S4. We observe that inequality II is sale invariant,thus we may assume w.l.o.g that R u4 = V . Hene applying Shwartz inequality and theSobolev inequality in the Yamabe funtional above, we get�II =� 4 + 1V Z R236 u4�� 4 + 1V 2 �Z R6 u2�2 � 0;with equality holding if and only if u2g0 = ��g0 for some onformal transformation �.This �nishes the proof of lemma 2 and hene the proof of Theorem 3.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 33Bekner's inequality highly suggests that the results above for 4-manifolds holds forall even dimensional manifolds. Yet so far there is diÆulty to ompute the preiselogdeterminant formula for higher dimensional manifold.Remark added after the leture:More reently, results in this setion have been extended substaintially in manydiretions. In [B-G℄, Polyakov-Ray-Singer type formula for funtional determinant hasbeen worked out for 4-manifolds with boundary. In [Br℄, Theorem 3 in this hapter hasbeen extended to (S6; g0). And in [C-Y℄, the zeta funtional determinant F[w℄ as de�ned in this hapter has beenstudeied for general ompat 4-manifolds. Under ondition similar to that of Theorem 1(i.e. k < 32�2), existene for extremal metri for F[w℄ has been established and provedto satisfy some sharp Moser-Trudinger type inequality. Also in [C-Y℄,a di�erent proofof Bekner's inequality (Theorem 4 in this hapter) was given,the proof relies on theonformal invariant property of the Paneitz operator amd Adam's inequality instead ofthe sharp Lieb-young inequality. Referenes[A℄ D.Adams, as in Chapter 3.[B℄ W.Bekner, Sharp Sobolev inequalities on the sphere and the Moser-Trudinger inequal-ity, Annals of Math.,[Br℄ T.Branson, Sharp inequalities, the funtional determinant,and the omplimentaryseries. ( preprint, 1992)[B-G℄ T. Branson and P. Gilkey, The funtional determinant of a four-dimensionalboundary value problem (preprint, 1993).[B-O℄ T.Branson and Orsted, Expliit funtional determinants in 4-dimensions. Pro.AMS. 113(1991), pp 669-682.[B-C-Y℄ T.Branson, S.Y.A.Chang and P.Yang, Estimates and Extremals for Zeta FuntionDeterminants. Comm. Math. Physis, 149 (1992), pp 241-262.



34 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG[C-Y℄ S.Y.A.Chang and P.Yang, Extremal metris for zeta-funtion determinant on 4-manifolds, preprint 1993.[O-P-S-1℄ R.Osgood, R.Phillips and P.Sarnak, as in Chapter 3.[O-P-S-2℄ as in Chapter 3.[P-R℄ T. Parker and Rosenberg, Computation of heat-kernel for onformal ovariantoperators. J.D.G. (1987). Chapter 6Isospetral Compatness on 3-manifolds and Relation to the Yamabe ProblemIn Chapter 3 and 5, we have disussed the ompatness results for isospetral familiesof onformal metris for ompat, losed manifolds of dimension 2 and 4 ([O-P-S-1℄ and[B-C-Y℄) and the extremal metri of the log-determinant of the (onformal) Laplaianoperator on S2 and S4 ([O℄ [B-C-Y℄). In this hapter, we will briey disuss some progresswhih has been made for these problems on 3-manifolds.Reall that we have mentioned in the previous hapter that [P-R℄ when n is odd, Lg =onformal Laplaian operator w.r.t. the metri g, then log detLg is a onformal invariantquantity when one hanges the metri g in the same onformal lass. Thus in partiular,F [!℄ = log detLg!detLg for g! = e2!g does not arry any information on !.Reall also that in the ase of dimension n = 2, to ahieve the C1 ompatness forisospetral family of onformal metris fg! = e2!gg on ompat surfaes, one of the hiefstrategies in [O-P-S-1℄ is to use the spetral information in F [!℄ = log det4g!det4g to ontrolthe W 1;2 norm of !, then use the information in the k-th oeÆent ak of the heat kernelexpansion e�4t �P1k=0 aktk�n2 to ontrol the W k;2 norm of ! for k = 2.It turns in the ase of dimension 2 when restriting metris to a �xed onformal lass,one an also give an alternative argument (using �1 to replae the log-determinant of theLaplaian) to show that isospetral onformal metris on ompat surfaes form a ompatset in the C1-topologyTheorem 1 Suppose (M; g0) is a ompat surfae, fe2ujg is a sequene of onformal



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 35fators on M with(1) R e2uj dV0 = a0(2) R K2j e2ujdV0 = a2 <1 where Kj = Gaussian urvature of the metri e2ujg0.And assume in addition that, the �rst eigenvalue �1 of the Laplaian w.r.t. to themetris e2ujg0 are bounded from below by � > 0; i.e.(3) For eah funtion � de�ned on MZM �2e2uj dV0 � �ZM �e2uj dV0�2��ZM e2uj dV0�+ 1� ZM jr0 phij2 dV0:Then either (a) and (b): in ase K0 (Gaussian urvature of the metri g0) is < 0; or = 0respetively; fujg forms a bounded family in W 12 (i.e. supn RM jruj j2dV0 is �nite) or ():in ase K0 = 1 and (M; g0) = (S2; g0) with g0 = surfae measure on S2, then the isometrylass of uj forms a bounded family inW 1;2. In the setting of Theorem 1 one an generalizethe ompatness result to ompat manifolds of dimension 3 ([C-Y-2℄).Theorem 2 Let gj = u4jg0 be a sequene of onformal metris satisfying the followingonditions:(i) V ol(M; gj) = �0 for some positive onstant �0.(ii) R R2(gj)+j�(gj)j2 dVj � �2, for some positive onstant �2 where R(gj) is the salarurvature of gj and � is the Rii tensor of gj, and dVj = u6j dV0;(iii) �1(gj), the lowest eigenvalue of the Laplaian of the metri gj ; has a positive lowerbound: �1(gj) � � > 0; i.e. For eah � de�ned on M , we have�ZM �2dVj� � �ZM � dVj�2��ZM dVj�+ 1r ZM jrj�j2 dV0:Then there exists onstants 1; 2 so that(a) 1 � u(x) � 11 ;(b) jjujjj2;2 � 2;exept in the ase where (M; g0) is the standard 3-sphere. In the latter ase, the isometrylass of uj satisfy (a) and (b).Theorem 2 was proved in the speial ase when R0 is negative by [B-C-Y℄ and when(M; g0) = (S3; g0) in [C-Y-1℄ [C-Y-3℄, see also Theorem 3 below. Notie that in dimension



36 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGn = 3 (atually for 3 5 n 5 6, f [K℄, page 3), one an make a expliit omputation in the�rmula of MKean and Singer [M-S℄ in Chapter 2, and obtain on (M; g0)a0 = volume of g0a1 = onstant Z RdV0a2 = A2 Z R2dV0 +B2 Z j�j2dV0 A2; B2 > 0Furthermore [8℄ for k = 3ak = Ak Z jrk�2Rj2dV0 + Bk Z jrk�2�j2dV0 + lower order terms;with Ak; Bk > 0. Thus the ondition (i) (ii) (iii) in Theorem 2 all are spetral in formation,and one one ontrolsW 2;2-norm of the onformal fator fujg for an isospetral sequene ofmetris gj = u4jg0, one an gain the ontrol of W k;2-norm of fujg through the informationin ak, and we get as a orollary of Theorem 2.Corollary 3 An isospetral set of onformal metris on a ompat 3-manifolds isompat in the C1-topology.Sine onformal transformations preserv the spetral information another immediateorollary of Theorem 2 is the following result of Obata for the speial ase n = 3.Corollary 4 The onformal group of a ompat 3-manifold is non-ompat if and onlyif it is omformally equivalent to the standard 3-sphere.Before we disuss the ideas in the proof of Theorem 2, we would like to mention aresult of Gursky [G℄ whih generalize Theorem 2 to general dimensions. First we remarkthat, in the statement of Theorem 1 (for ompat surfae), it is well-known that the \loalinformation" (i.e. those omputed using loal oordinates in the metri g) like that inonditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 1 are not enough to onlude the W 1;2 ompatness off!jg for the metris fe2!jg0g. This an be seen through the famous \Dumbell" surfaewith the nek getting thinner and thinner. Notie that for suh surfaes, using Rayleighquotients, it is easy to see that �1 ! 0. Thus it omes as a surprise that when n = 3,some \loal information" (e.g. size of urvature tensor of the metri) suÆe to provide theompatness of the metris. This is the ontent of the following theorem of Gursky [G℄.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 37Theorem 3 Let (M; g0) be a ompat manifold without boundary. Suppose thatgj = u 4n�2j g0 is a sequene of metris satisfying(1) R u 2nn�2j dV0 = V ol(gj) 5 �0(2) R jRm(gj)jpdVj 5 �for some p > n2 ;where Rm(gj) is the full urvature tensor of gj. Then there exist 1; 2 > 0 so that11 5 uj 5 1 and kujkW 2;p 5 2, unless (M; g0) = (Sn; g0), in that ase the onlusionholds in the isometry lass of uj.One would like to point out that the exponent p > n2 is neessary in Theorem 3. In areent artile [C-G-W℄, two examples have been onstruted to indiate that Theorem 3fails when p = n2 .Gursky's proof of Theorem 3 is quite ingenious. One of the key idea is to apply ondition(2) to Bohner's formula to start Nash-Moser iteration proess and to establish \Harnaktype" inequality for sequene fujg. In this leture, instead of proving the general result[8℄, we give a omplete proof some speial ases of Theorem 2 to onvey the idea how touse the ondition �1 = � > 0 in the ompatness result. We start with a de�nition.De�nition We say a sequene of positive funtion fujg satis�es ondition (*), if thereexist l0; r0 > 0 so that for all j(�) Zfuj(x)=r0g dV0 = l0 ZM dV0
Theorem 2' Suppose fujg is a sequene on (M3; g0) satisfying(1) vol(gj) = R u6jdV0 = �0(2)' RM R2ju6j 5 �2 Rj = salar urvature w.r.t. gj(3) �1(gj) = � > 0 where �1 is the �rst eigenvalue of the Laplaian operator.And if in addition, fujg satis�es ondition (�) then there exist some �0 > 0 and a onstantC0 depending only on the data �0; �2;�; l0; r0 so that(4) ZM u6+�0j 5 C0



38 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGRemark1. The underlying analysis of the ompatness results in Theorem 2 and Theorem 2' isthe optimal Sobolev inequality:Q(M)�ZM u6 dV0�1=3 � 8 ZM jruj2 dV0 + ZM R0u2 dV0:The optimal onstant Q(M) is an invariant of the onformal lass of M . For a onformalmetri g = u4g0; its salar urvature R is given by the equation(5) 8�u+ Ru5 = R0u on M:Thus the Sobolev x0 quotientQ[u℄ = R (8jruj2 + R0u2) dV0(R u6dV0)1=3is exatly given by R Ru6dV0 if the volume is held to be 1, (i.e. R u6dV0 = 1). Theelebrated reent solution of Yamabe's problem ([A℄, [S℄) asserts that (a) Q(M) < Q(S3)unless M is onformally S3 and (b) a minimizing sequene for Q[u℄ is ompat ifQ(M) < Q(S3): Thus in our ompatness assertion, we have substituted an L2 boundfor the urvature in plae of the ondition Q[uj℄ < Q(S3); and substituted the ondition�1(gj) � � > 0 in plae of the minimizing property for Q[u℄.2. As we have mentioned in Chapter 4, one fat whih has a key role in Yamabe problemis that the embedding W 1;2 � L 2nn�2 is not ompat. On (S3; g0), if we adopt oordinateson S3 through its stereographi projetion mapping with pole of S3 to O = (0; 0; 0) in R3,then in this oordinates system, volume form dV0 on S3 is de�ned bydV0 = ( 21 + jxj2 )3 dxFor eah a > 0, onsider the funtionua(x) = ( a(1 + jxj2jxj2 + jaj2 ) 12then fuag is a family of funtion with6(2�2) = Q(S3)(ZS3 u6ddV0) 13 = 8 ZS3 jruaj2dV0 + 6 ZS3 u2adV0;



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 39where Q(S3) = 6(2�2) 23 . Sine ua(x) ! 0 uniformly on ompat subset o� x = 0, fuagis a typial example of family of funtions whih indiate the failure of ompatness ofthe inlusion W 1;2 � L6 on S3. Notie that fuag does not satisfy omdition (�) in ourTheorem 2', and also for all � > 0, RS3 u6+�a dV0 !1 as a! 0. Thus it is onvining thata sequene fujg satis�es ondition (1), (2), (3), (4) in Theorem 2' is a sequene whih isbounded in the sense of the onlusions (a) and (b) in Theorem 2; i.e. there exist onstants1; 2 so that 1 5 uj 5 11 and kujk2;2 5 2. Indeed, using an iteration argument (Lemma3.4 in [C-Y-1℄) one an verify this latter fat. Thus Theorem 2' is a speial ase of Theorem2.3. Examples of (M; g0) for whih onditiopn (�) automatiallyfollows from assumptions(1), (2) and (3).(a) When R0 < 0 (we may assume w.r.l.g. R0 is a onstant), thenZM R2ju6jdV0 = ZM (84 uj � R0uju5j )2u6jdV0= ZM (4ujuj )2dV0 � 16R0 ZM 4uju3j dV0 + R20 ZM u�2j dV0Sine RM 4uju3j dV0 = 3 RM jruj j2u�4j dV0 5 0, we haveZM R2ju6jdV0 5 �2; so R20 ZM u�2j dV0 5 �2:And it is easy to hek that for fujg satis�es RM u�2j dV0 5 �, fujg satis�es ondition (�).(b) On (S3; g0), given a sequene fujg satisfying (1), (2), (3) we an �nd vj in the sameisometry lass as uj with vj satisfying (1), (2) ,(3) and ondition (�). To see this, given uj ,we apply Lemma 2 in Chapter to obtain vj = T�juj for some onformal transformation �jof S3 and with vj 2 S, then �1(u4jg0) = �1(vjg0), and fvjg satis�es (1), (2), (3) with thesame onstants �0; �2. To see fvjg satis�es ondition (�) we apply � = xk; k = 1; 2; 3; 4 inthe Rayleigh quotient of �1(vjg0) and get dVj = vjdV0ZS3 x2kdVj 5 1�1 ZS3 jrjxkj2dVj = 1�1 ZS3 jr0xkv2j dV0(6) 5 dVj = 1� ZS3 jr0xkv2j dV0



40 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGSum (6) over k = 1; 2; 3; 4 we get �0 5 3� ZS3 v2j dV0Thus fvjg satis�es ondition (�).Proof of Theorem 2'Denote u = uj , we will show that u satis�es (4) with onstant depending only on�0�2;�; l0; r0.Multiplying the equation (5) by u� (� > 1 to be hosen later) we have (denoteR = RM dV0) for w = u 1+�2(7) 8 4�(1 + �)2 Z jrwj2 +R0 Z w2 = Z Ru4w2We will now apply our assumptions (1), (2), (3) to estimate the term I = R Ru4w2. Takinga suitably large number b (again to be hosen later) on the region jRj = b we haveb2 ZjRj=b u2dV0 5 ZjRj=bR2u6dV0 5 �2Thus ZjRj=bRu4w2 5 �Z R2u6�1=2�ZjRj=b u6�1=6�Z w6�1=3(8) 5 �1=22 ��2b2 �1=6�Z w6�1=3:For the remaining part of the proof, we will apply ondition (�) in the statement ofTheorem 2'.For dV = v6dV0, we have from the Rayleigh-Ritz haraterization for �1,(9) ZM �2dV 5 �ZM �dV �2��Z dV �+ 1�1 ZM jru�j2dVwhere jru�j2dV = jr�j2u2dV0. We will denote E = fx 2 M;u(x) = g andjEj = RE dV0. By assumption (�), there exist some 0; lo > 0 so that jE0 j = l0j RM dV0j.Applying (9) and (3) to � = u� with � = 1 + 2� and � small, we have(10) Z u6+2�dV0 5 �Z u6+�dV0�2��Z u6dV0�+ 1� Z jru�j2u2dV0:



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 41For simpliity, we will now normalize u and assume that �0 = R u6dV0 = 1. We may thenestimate the term R 6+� dV0 asZ u6+�dV0 = ZE0 u6+�dV0 + ZE0 u6+�dV0= ZE0 (u6 � 60)u�dV0 + ZE0 60u�dV0 + ZE0 u6+�dV05 �ZE0 (u6 � 60)u2�dV0�1=2�ZE0 (u6 � 60)dV0�1=2 + C(0);where C(0) is a onstant depending only on 0 and R dV0. Thus, for eah � > 0 we have�Z u6+�dV0�2 5 (1 + �)�ZE0 (u6 � 60)u2�dV0��ZE0 (u6 � 60)dV0�(11) + �1 + 1��C2(0)5 (1 + �)(1� 60 jE0 j)�Z u6+2�dV0�+ �1 + 1�C2(0)�(we may assume w.l.o.g. that 0 is small and 0jE0 j � 1).Sine by our assumption on jE0 j we have 60 jE0 j = 60 l0 > 0, we may hoose � so that(1 + �)(1� 60 jE0 j) 5 1� Æ for some positive Æ, Æ = Æ(0; l0) and obtain from (10), (11)(12) Æ Z u6+2�dV0 5 C(0; l0) + 1� Z jru�j2u2dV0;where again C(0; l0) is a onstant depending only on 0; l0.>From this point on, we may estimate the term R jru�j2dV0 as follows:Z jru�j2u2dV0 = �2(1 + �)2 Z jru1+�j2dV0and notie that for � = 1 + 2�, w = u 1+�2 = u1+�. Thus, ombining (7) and (12) we have(13) Z u6+2�dV0 5 �2Æ�(1 + �)2 (1 + �)28(1 + 2�)I + L;where I = Z Ru4w2 and L = 0�R0Æ Z u2+2�dV0�+ 1ÆC(0; l0):



42 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGCombining (11), (13) with (8), we �ndI = Z Ru4w2 5 ��22b �1=3�Z w6dV0�1=3 + b Z u4w2dV0(14) 5 ��22b �1=3�Z w6dV0�1=3 + b�28� I + bLso that(15) �1� b�28��I 5 ��22b �1=3�Z w6dV0�1=3 + bL:Now hoosing b suÆiently large so that (�22b ) < 12Q, and then hoosing � suÆient small,we get 34Q�Z w6dV0�1=3 � I + jR0j Z w2dV0� 23Q�Z w6dV0�1=3 + 43 bL+ jR0j Z w2 dV0:Reall w = u1+"; hene�Z u6+6"dV0�1=3 = �Z w6dV0�1=3 < 16 bL+ 12 jR0j Z u2+2" dV0� C(b; jR0j)�Z u6dV0�(2+2")=6�Z dV0�(4�2")=6= C0 <1:This proves Theorem 2' with "0 = 6". Referenes[A℄ T. Aubin The Salar Curvature, Di�erential Geometry and Relations. Reider publishingCo. 1976.[B-C-Y℄ T. Branson, S.Y.A.Chang and P. Yang. as in Chapter 5.[C-M-W℄ S.Y.A.Chang, M.Gursky and T.Wol�, Lak of Compatness in Conformal Metris withLn=2 Curvature.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 43[C-Y-1℄ S.Y.A.Chang and P.Yang, Compatness of Isospetral Conformal Metris on S3. Com.Math. Helv,Vol.64, 1989, p.363-374.[C-Y-2℄ S.Y.A.Chang and P.Yang, Isospetral onformal Metris on 3-manifolds. JAMS,Vol.3,1990,p. 117-146.[C-Y-3℄ S.Y.A.Chang and P.Yang, The Conformal Deformation Equation and Isospetral Set ofCoonformal Metris. Contemp. Math. Vol.101, 1989, p. 165-178.[K℄ P. Kilkey, Leading Terms in the Asymptotis of the Heat Equation. 1988, preprint.[G℄ M. Gursky, Compatness of Conformal Metris with Integral Bounds on Curvature. toappear in Duke Math. J.[M-S℄ H.MKean and I. Singer, as in Chapter 1.[O℄ E.Onofri, as in Chapter 3.[O-P-S-1℄ B.Osgood, R.Phillips and P.Sarnak, as in Chapter 3.[O-P-S-2℄ B.Osgood, R.Phillips and P.Sarnak, as in Chapter 3.[P-S℄ Parker and Rosenberg, as in Chapter 5.[S℄ R. Shoen, as in Chapter 4. Chapter 7Presribing Curvature funtion on SnIn this hapter we will desribe as an appliation to the Sobolev-Trudinger-Moser typeinequalities a problem in presribing urvature funtions on the n-sphere.We will start with a question originally proposed by L. Nirenberg, what funtion isallowed to be the Gaussian urvature funtion on the 2-sphere S2?Applying the uniformization Theorem, the question an be deribed in analyti termas: Denote the metri with Gaussian urvature K as g = e2wg0, then K and w satisfy the



44 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGfollowing equation(1) 4w +Ke2w = 1 on S2where 4 denote the Laplaian operator related to the standard metri. The question is:whih funtion K an be presribed so that (1) has a solution?In this hapter we will disuss some basi fats, tehniques and progresses made to theabove question on the 2-sphere. Before we do that, wewill mention some other relatedquestions of presribing urvature funtions. It turns out many of the tehniques for theS2 problem, whih we will mention below, an be applied, but there are also other newpheonomenon, whih we will not over, to these other questions. We do not intend togive a survey of the progress made in this fast developing �eld, and will mention only afew relevant results related to the tehniques of the 2-sphere problem disussed here. Thereader is referred to [S-2℄ and [C-Y-G℄ for more omplete referenes on the subjet.On general ompat manifolds Mn n = 3 without boundary, an analogous question to(1) is that of presribing salar urvature problem. In this ase, when restriting metrisonformal to a �xed one g0, denote the metri with salar urvature R as g = u 4n�2 g0, theR and u satisfy the following equation(2) n 4 u+Run+2n�2 = R0uwhere n = 4(n�1)n�2 , 4 denote the Laplaian operator w.r.t. the metri g0 and R0 is thesalar urvature og g0. The question is: Whih funtion R an be presribied so thatequation (2) has a solution? When R = onstant, this is the Yamabe problem mentionedearlier, and the question has been solved in the aÆrmative way by [A℄ [S-1℄.Another analogous question, whose preise geometri meaning is only well-fomulatedon 4-manifolds at this moment, is the problem of presribing \urvature" for Paneitzoperator. Paneitz operator was introdued by Paneitz ([P℄, see also [S-1℄), on 4-manifolds,it is a fourth order di�erential operator Pg de�ned asPg = (�4)2 + Æ(23R� 2Rijgij)dwhere Rij is the Rii tensor, Æ is the divergene, d is the di�erential w.r.t. the metrig = (gij). This operator enjoys the following good properties



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 45(a) It is \onformally invariant", in the sense that: if gw = e2wg is a metri onformalto g, then Pgw = e�4wPg.(b) Let Q denote the \urvature" funtionQ = 16(�3j�j2 + R2 �4R)where j�j2 = square norm of Rii tensor, the Pg and Qg are related as(3) �Pgw +Qgwe4w = Qg on M:It is in the ontext of equation (3) when omparing equation (1) and (2) that a naturalquestion to propose is that of presribing \urvature" Q as de�ned by (3).n manifold M of dimension not equal to four, in general the existene and preise formof Paneitz operator with properties (a) and (b) is unknown. But in a reent artile [GJML℄,it is proved that when n is even, operator of order n with onformal invariant property as(a) exists; also when M = Rn with the Eulidean metri the operator Pn = (�4)n2 hasthe property. Using stereographial projetion pulling Sn to Rn, one an then omputethe form of Pn on Sn. It turns out that this is preisely the operator whih has appearedin the Bekner's [B℄ inequality (whih we have disussed in Chapter 5). And the preiseform of Pn on Sn isPn = n2Yk=0(�4+k(n� k � 1)) when n is even= (4+ n� 12 ) 12 n�32Yk=0(�4+k(n� k � 1)) when n is odd.In view of (1), (2) and (3), an analogous question to ask is that of presribing Q in thefollowing equation(4) �Pnw +Qenw = (n� 1)! on Sn:It turns out equation (4) is a more natural extension to equation (1) than that ofequation (3) of the problem of presribing salar urvature. Some point of view of this isexplained in a reent artile [C-Y℄.



46 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGWe will now return to equation (1) -the problem of presribing Gaussian urvatureon S2. We �rst remark that integrating equation (1) over S2, we get ( we denote�R = 14� RS2 dV0 ) �Z Ke2w = 1Thus K > 0 somewhere is a neessary ondition for (1) to be solvable. To explore otherpropertyt of K, we will use variational approah. Consider the variation funtional FKassoiated with (1): FK [w℄ = log�Z Ke2w � S[w℄where S[w℄ = �R jrwj2 + 2�R w as in Chapter 2.Basi fats of FK [w℄ FK [w℄ 5 logmaxK + F1[w℄(i) 5 logmaxK;via Onofri's inequality in Chapter 3.(ii) When K > 0, supw2W 1;2 FK [w℄ is attained i� K � onstant.Proof When u = 12 log jJ�j for some onformal transformation � of S2, then u satis�es4u + e2u = 1 and K � 1, thus, when K =  > 0, u = 12 log jJ�j + log ) is a nontrivialsolution of (1) for whih F[u℄ = log .In general, suppose u is a loal maximum of the funtional FK [u℄, a diret omputationyields: 0 = d2dt2FK [u+ tv℄����t=0 = 2��Z Ke2uv2 � (�Z Fe2uv)2���Z jrvj2for all v 2W 1;2. This implies that the �rst non-zero eigenvalue �1 of the Laplaian of themetri Ke2ug0 satis�es �1 = 2. While the result of Hersh in Chapter 1 says �1 5 2 withequality if and only if the metri Ke2ug0 has onstant urvature 1. This oupled with theassumption that K;u satisfy (1) is equivalent to K � onstant.Thus the only way to solve equation (1) using the variational approah is to loatesaddle point of the funtional FK [w℄.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 47(iii) Kazdan-Warner ondition ([K-W℄℄): if K;u satisfy (1) then(5) �Z < rK;rxj > e2u = 0 for j = 1; 2; 3:Proof Reall Lemma 1 in Chapter 3, S[w℄ is a onformally invariant quantity in thesense that S[T�(u)℄ = S[u℄, where v = T�(u) denote the indued onformal fator givenby ��(e2ug0)e2vg0, � is a onformal transformation of S2.Suppose u is a ritial point of FK [u℄, heneddtFK [T�P;t ℄����t=0 = 0where P 2 S2; t = 1, �P;t is the onformal transformation on S2 as de�ned in Lemma 3 ofChapter 3. But FK [T�P;t(u)℄ = log�Z Ke2T�P;t(u) � S[T�P;t(u)℄= log�Z Ke2T�P;t(u) � S[u℄= log�Z Ke2uÆ�P;t det jJ�P;t j � S[u℄= log�Z (K Æ ��1P;t)e2u � S[u℄:Thus ddtF [T�P;t(u)℄����t=1 = �Z ddt(K Æ ��1P;t)����t=1e2u:Now a simple alulation shows thatddtK Æ ��1P;t =< rK;rx3 >; if x3 = x � P:This gives the desired ondition(iv) K;u satisfy equation (1) if and only if K Æ �; T�(u) satisfy equation (1) for anyonformal transformation � of S2.>From the geometri interpretation of K, this is an obvious fat. It an also be hekeddiretly.(v) (Moser [M-2℄) When K is an even funtion (i.e. K(�) = K(��) fro all � 2 S2),(1) has an even solution.



48 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGProof Reall that for even funtion u de�ned on S2, the best onstant in Moser'sinequality is � = 8� (Remark 3 in Chapter 3). Thus following the argument as in Chapter3 after Remark 3, we have(6) for u even, log�Z e2u 5 12 �Z jruj2 + 2�Z u+ C2;for some onstant C2.>From (6), the same argument as the derivation of Onofri's inequality as in Chapter 3gives an even solution for equation (1) in ase K is an even funtion.We now desribe an a priori estimate for solution of (1), whih we think is a key stepto the presribing urvature problem.Theorem 1 Suppose K;w satisfy equation (1).(a) Assume that 0 < m 5 K 5M , thenS[w℄ 5 C(m;M):(b) Assume further that K is a nondegenerate funtion in the following sense(nd) 4K(Q) 6= 0 whenever rK(Q) = 0then there exists a onstant C = C(m;M; (nd)) > 0 so that1C 5 w 5 C; and kwkW 1;2 5 C:Remarks1. Considering fat (iv), bounds for S[w℄ is the best one an hope for (instead of theenergy bound R jrwj2 ) for a given K. For the sequene wt = 12 log jJ�P;t j for some �xedP 2 S2, K � 1; S[wt℄ � 0 while R jrwj2 !1 as t! 0.2. Part (a) of Theoerm 1 has appeared in [C-Y-6℄, part (b) is a speial ase of a resultin [C-G-Y℄, where similar a priori estimate for the presribing salar urvature equationon S3 was also obtained. One should also mention, using a di�erent approah (i.e. loalestimate), result analogous to Theorem 1 on S3 proved in [D℄.3. Result [C-Y℄ with similar statement as in part (a) also holds for the Paneitz equation(4) on Sn, with S[w℄ replaed by a suitable de�ned onformal invariant term Sn[w℄.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 49Proof of part (a) :What we atually will establish is:(a)' If w 2 S and satis�es the equation (1), then there exists a onstant C = C(m;M)with 1C 5 w 5 C; and �Z jrwj2 5 C:In view of Lemma 2 in Chapter 3 and (iv) above, statements (a) and (a)' are equivalent.To proeed the proof of (a)' we will �rst state the following result, whih is a modi�edform of Aubin's result Lemma 3 in Chapter 3.Lemma 2 Given w 2 S, there exists a onstant C(K) suh that(7) �Z ew 5 C(K) exp(28 �Z jrwj2 + �Z w)where  is a real number, (w;K) satis�es equation (1).Proof of (a)': Aubin's Lemma shows that for all " > 0(8) �Z ew � C(") exp�(28 + ")�Z jrwj2 + �Z w�for some onstant C("). But when one examines the proof of Lemma 3 in Chapter 3 ([A℄),one noties that the reason the "-term " �R jrwj2 appeared in (8) is to absorbe the term�R jrwj. Thus (7) is a onsequene of (8) with the observation that when w;K satis�es (1)one an easily verify �R jrwj � C(K).We multiply equation (1) by 2w and integrate and apply Jensen's inequality (reall�R Ke2w = 1)2�Z jrwj2 + 2�Z w = 2�Z Ke2ww(9) � log�Z Ke2w e2w(by (7) with C = 4)) � logmaxK + logC(K) + 2�Z jrwj2 + 4�Z w



50 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGhene ��R w � C(K). From this we onlude w is bounded below by using the inequality�w(y) +�Z w = �ZS2(�w)(x)G(y; x)d�(x)= �Z (1�Ke2w)(x)(G(y; x) + onstant)d�(x)(sine K > 0) � �Z G(y; x)d�(x) + onstant:But one w is bounded from below, we may modify (9) as2�Z jrwj2 = 2�Z Ke2w(w � w)= 2�Z (Ke2w � Æ)(w � w)= (1� Æ) log�Z (Ke2w � Æ)1� Æ e2(w�w)� (1� Æ) �logmaxK + 2�Z jrwj2 + 2�Z w � log(1� Æ) + logC(K)�where Æ = minKe2w. From this, we onlude that �R jrwj2 � C(K).To get hold of pointwise bound of w, we notie thatexp��Z w� 5 �Z e2w 5 1m �Z Ke2w = 1mhene(10) �����Z w���� 5 C(m;M)Notie that for any p > 1, we may then apply Onofri's inequality to onlude�Z epw � exp(p24 �Z jrwj2 + p�Z w) � (m;M; p);hene(11) j � w(Q) +�Z wj = j ZS2 G(Q;P )4 w(P )dV0(P )j�(Z jG(Q;P )j2dV0(P )) 12 (Z (Ke2w � 1)2) 12�(m;M);



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 51where G(�; �) is the Green's funtion on S2 with pole at �: Combining the estimates in(10), (11), we get the estimates in (a)'.Proof of (b): We will prove the result by ontradition. Given K > 0 satisfying thenon-degeneray ondition (nd), suppose the statement of part (b) does not hold. Thenthere exists a sequene wk satisfying(1) �wk +Ke2wk = 1 on S2with maxS2 wk ! +1: Applying Lemma 2 in Chapter 3, we get a sequene of onformaltransformations �k = �Pk;tk , with e2vkg0 = ��k(e2wkg0); vk 2 S satisfying(12) �vk +K Æ �Pk;tk e2vk = 1 on S2:Applying Lemma 2, we have kvkk1 � (m;M) and �R jrvkj2 � (m;M): We may thenonlude that some subsequene of tk ! +1. For if not, i.e., tk � t0 for all k; forsome t0, then wk Æ �k = vk � 12 log det d�k is uniformly bounded, whih ontradits ourassumption that maxS2 wk ! +1: Thus, after passing to a subsequene we may assumethat tk ! +1; Pk ! P 2 S2; and vk ! v1 in C1;� for some � 2 (0; 1); the last fatfollowing from the pointwise estimates on vk and (12) along with the Sobolev imbedding.Notie that K Æ �K ! K(P ) uniformly on ompat subsets of S2 � f�Pg; hene v1satis�es(13) �v1 +K(P )e2v1 = 1;at least weakly on S2�f�Pg. But after applying standard arguments from ellipti theoryone sees that in fat v1 satis�es (13) on all of S2. By the uniqueness of solutions of (13)belonging to S we onlude that v0 � � 12 logK(P ). Normalizing vk (by rotating Pk to Pand adding a suitable onstant), we may assume that K(P ) = 1 and that vk satis�es(14) �vk + (K Æ �k) e2vk = 1with �k = �P;tk . Also, by our work above we have(15) kvkk1 = o(1) as k!1



52 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG(16) krvkk1 = o(1) as k !1:Applying the Kazdan-Warner ondition to (14) we have(17) Z hrK Æ �k;rxjie2vk = 0; j = 1; 2; 3where �k = �P;tk and tk !1: We now laim that (17) implies(18) rK(P ) = 0 and �K(P ) = 0;thus ontraditing our assumption that K is a non-degenerate funtion and �nishing theproof of part (b).To verify (18) we will begin to ompare the expression in (17) to R hrK Æ �k;rxji;and then ompute the asymptoti behavior of the latter term as tk !1. To this end wede�ne Ak = Z < r(K Æ �k);r�!x > e2vk ;Bk = Z < rK Æ �k;r�!x >= 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1)�!x :Lemma 3 Under the assumptions (15), (16) with �k = �P;tk ; tk ! 1; K(P ) = 1 wehave(19) Ak = Bk + Ck with jCkj = 8>><>>: o( 1tk ) if rK(P ) 6= 0;o( 1t2k log 1tk ) if rK(P ) = 0:Let B(i)k denote the i-th omponent of Bk, 1 � i � 3; then
(20) 8>>>>><>>>>>:B(i)k = 1ai 1tk + O( 1t2k ); i = 1; 2;B(3)k = 2(b11 + b22) 1t2k log tk +O( 1t2k )where 1; 2 are dimensional onstants.Clearly (18) is a onsequene of (17), (19) and (20).



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 53Proof of Lemma 3: To prove (2.12) we �rst writeAk = Z < rK Æ �k;r�!x > e2vk= Z < r(K Æ �k � 1);r�!x > e2vk= � Z (K Æ �k � 1)��!x e2vk � Z (K Æ �k � 1) < r�!x ;re2vk >= 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1)�!x + 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1)�!x (e2vk � 1)� 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1) < r�!x ;rvk > e2vk :Thus Ak = Bk + Ck whereCk = 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1)�!x (e2vk � 1)� 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1) < r�!x ;rvk > e2vk :We will see that the desired estimate of Ck follows from the same asymptoti omputa-tion of Bk as in (20) below together with the assumption that kvkk1 = o(1); krvkk1 =o(1):To verify (20), we will use the stereographi projetion oordinates of S2 to omputeBk in terms of the Taylor series expansion of K. To do this, denote Q = (x1; x2; x3) 2 S2and let y = (y1; y2) be the stereographi projetion from S2 to the equatorial plane R2sending the north pole N0 = (0; 0; 1) to 1. We an also w.l.o.g. identify the point P asthe north pole N . Thus xi = 2yi1+jyj2 for 1 � i � 2, and x3 = jyj2�1jyj2+1 . We assume the Taylorseries expansion of K around N is given by(21) K(x1; x2; x3) = K(x1; x2) = K(N) + 2Xi=1 aixi + 2Xi;j=1 bijxixj + o( 2Xi=1 x2i )and (2.14) holds in a neighborhood ~D = fy 2 R2; jyj � Mg of N , for some M > 0 large.Notie in this notation �k(y) = tky: Denote Dk = fy 2 R2; jyj � Mtk g; then �k(Dk) = ~D.To estimate Bk; let dA(y) = 1� djyj2(1+jyj2)2 d� denote the area form, then(22) ZDk dA(y) = 2 Z Mtk0 djyj2(1 + jyj2)2 = M2t2k +M2 = O( 1t2k ) as tk !1:



54 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGThus Bk = 2 Z (K Æ �k � 1)�!x= 2 ZDk(K Æ �k � 1)�!x + O( 1t2k ):Next we notie that by irular symmetry,ZDk xi(tky)xj(y)dA(y) = 0 if i 6= j; 1 � i; j � 3:Hene,B(i)k = ZDk aixi(tky)xi(y)dA(y) + 2 ZDk 0� 2Xj;`=1 bj`xj(tky)x`(tky)1Axi(y)dA(y)+Eik + O( 1t2k ) for i = 1; 2; 3;where E(i)k = O ZDk � jtkyj1 + jtkyj2�3 jxi(y)jdA(y)! ; i = 1; 2; 3;and B(3)k = 2 Z 0� 2Xj;`=1 bj`xj(tky)x`(tky)1Ax3(y)dA(y) + E(3)k + O( 1t2k ):Similarly we de�ne C(i)k for i = 1; 2; 3 to be the omponents of Ck; and B(i)k for i = 1; 2; 3to be the omponents of Bk. (19) and (20) will be onsequenes of the following lemmawhih an be veri�ed by diret omputation.Lemma 4.(23) ZDk xi(tky)xi(y)dA(y) � 1tk as k !1
(24) ZDk xj(tky)x`(tky)xi(y)dA(y) = 8>>>><>>>>: 0; 1 � i; j; ` � 2;0; i = 3; j 6= `;1t2k log tk; i = 3; 1 � j = ` � 2:



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 55jEikj = O( 1t2k ); i = 1; 2; 3:We onlude from (23), (24) that
(25) 8>>>>><>>>>>: B(i)k =1ai 1tk + O( 1t2k ); i = 1; 2;B(3)k =2(b11 + b22) 1t2k log tk + O( 1t2k );with 1 > 0; 2 > 0 dimensional onstants.By a similar argument we an prove(26) C(i)k = o(jaj) 1tk + o(jbj) log tkt2k + O( 1t2k )where jaj =P jaij; jbj =Pi;j jbij j: Then (19), (20) are diret onsequenes of (25), (26). Wehave thus �nished the proof of part (b) of Theorem 1.In the rest of this hapter, we will desribe some suÆient onditions on K (n = 2) orR (n = 3 for equations (1) and (2) to have solutions.Reall that in the proof of Kazdan-Warner ondition (iii) above, we have, for a solutionw 0f (1), ddt ����t=1FK [T�P;t(w)℄ = 0, for any P 2 S:, andddt ����t=1FK [T�P;t(w)℄ = �Z < rK;r(�!x � P ) > e2w = 0A relevant observation here is that if e2w is lose to the onstant 1, then the integral isomparable to 2�Z K�!x � �!p dA:A parallel argument works for the higher dimensional setting. Thus given a potentialurvature funtion R (or K) we form the following map G : B ! Rn+1 given by(27) G� t� 1t P� = ZSn(R Æ �P;t) � �!x :



56 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGIt is natural to investigate the asymptoti behavior of the map G : (P; t) 7! �R (RÆ�P;t)�!xas the parameter t!1. We hoose oordinates x1; : : : ; xn+1 so that P is the South poleP = (0; : : :0;�1) and let y1 : : : yn be the stereographi oordinates( xi = 2yi1+jyj2 1 � i � n ;xn = jyj2�1jyj2+1 :(In the oordinate system y; �t(y) = 1t y:)Expand R in Taylor series in y oordinates around P :R(y) = R(P ) + 1Xk=1Rk(y)where Rn is a homogenous polynomial in y1; : : : ; yn of degree k, so that(R Æ �P;t)(y) = R(P ) + 1Xk=1Rk(y)t�k:We denote by R(�)(y) = R(P ) +P�k=1Rk(y), the trunated Taylor polynomial of order�.De�nition. We say R is non-degenerate at P of order � if(i) the trunated Taylor polynomial of order � has the formR(�)(y) = R(P ) + R�(y);(ii) for t suÆiently large, the mapG(P; t) = �Z (R(�) Æ �P;t)�!xsatis�es a lower bound: jG(P; t)j � �  1t� � < n 1tn log t � = n :At any point P 2 Sn, one an examine this notion of non-degeneray with some simpleomputations (as in introdution of [C-Y-6℄), we an see for example:(1) At a point P where rR(P ) 6= 0, it is non-degenerate of order 1.



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 57(2) At a point P where rR(P ) = 0 but 4R(P ) 6= 0, it is non-degenerate of order 2.We observe that for a funtion R uniformly non-degenerate of order � 5 n, the mapG(P; t) is non-zero for t = t0 , hene the restrition of G to the sphere f(P; t); P 2 Sngare mutually homotopi for t = t0, and the degree deg(Gjt=t00) is well de�ned.Theorem 2 There exists onstants �(n) suh that if K or R is a smooth funtionsatisfying:(i) jjK � 1jj1 � �(2) or jjR�R0jj1 � �(n);(ii) K or R is a uniformly nondegenerate funtion of order �, where � � n when n is evenand � � n� 1 when n is odd, i.e.(�) jG(P; t)j � ( Ct� ; when � < n;Ctn log t ; if � = nfor t � t0; uniformly in P ; for all P in Sn.(iii) deg(Gjt=t0 ; 0) 6= 0;then the equation (1) has a solution.Remarks(1) In the ase � = 2, uniformity in (�) is a onsequene of the nondegenerate assumptionon the ritial points of the funtion K or R. In the general ase, the uniformityrequirement does not follow from the nondegenerate requirement on the ritial pointsof K or R alone. In priniple, it is possible to redue this requirement to algebrai riteriaon the Taylor oeÆients of the funtion R at its ritial points. For example we determinebelow neessary and suÆient onditions on the Taylor oeÆients of R at its ritial pointswhen � = 3 in [C-Y-6℄.(2) In dimension 2 (and 3), result in Theorem 2 is optimal in the sense that if thedi�erential equation (1) admits a solution then it is neessarily aptured by the variationalsheme used in the proof. This amounts to an a priori estimate for solutions of (1) whenkK � 1k1 is suÆiently smallIt turns out in the ase of n = 2 and 3, one an drop the small assumptionin thestatement of Theorem 2.



58 LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANGTheorem 3 On S2 (S3), suppose K > 0 (R > 0 is a smooth funtion satisying thenon-degeneray ondition that rK(Q) = 0 implies 4K(Q) 6= 0 (respetively for R) anddeg(Gjt=t00) 6= 0, then the equation (1) (respetively (2)) has a solution.Theorems 2 generalize previous existene results of Chang-Yang ([C-Y-4℄ [C-Y-5℄ and[H℄) on S2 and Bahri-Coron ([B-C℄) and Shoen-Zhang ([S-Z℄) on S3 where K (respetivelyR) is assumed positive, having only isolated non-degenerate ritial points and in additionsatisfying �K(Q) 6= 0 at ritial points, and the index ount ondition:(28) XQ ritial;�K(Q)<0(�1)ind(Q) 6= (�1)n:In the appendix of [C-G-Y℄, it was shown that the index ount ondition (28) impliesdeg(G; 0) 6= 0. In the other hand, the nondegeneray ondition (nd) allows K (or R)to have non-isolated ritial point sets. In dimension 4, there is an interesting exampleof Bianhi-Egnell ([B-E℄) whih indiates that further ompliations arise and it will beneessary to understand the interations of more than one onentrated masses. Thevalidity of Theorem 3 remains open for n = 5.Theorem 3 is a onsequene of a topologial degree argument. The earlier perturbationresult (Theorem 2) provides the initial step of a ontinuity argument. One then verifythat deg(G; 0) gives in fat the Leray Shauder degree of a non-linear map whose zeroesorrespond to solutions of the di�erential equations when R satis�es the lose to onstantondition. The the a priori estimates as in Theorem 1 then provide the ontinuity argumentneeded to verify the invariane of the Leray Shauder degree as one moves along theparameter in the ontinuity sheme. We refer interested reader to [C-G-Y℄ for details.Referenes[A℄ Aubin, T.; Meilleures onstantes dans le th�eor�eme d inlusion de Sobolev et un th�eor�emede Fredholm non lin�eaire pour la transformation onforme de la ourbure salaire, J. ofFunt. Anal. 32, (1979) 149-179.[B℄ Bekner,



LECTURE NOTES AT UTAH GEOMETRY SUMMER SCHOOL BY S.Y. ALICE CHANG 59[B-C℄ Bahri, A. and Coron, J.M.; The salar urvature problem on the standard three-dimensional sphere, Jour. Funtional Analysis 95 (1991).[B-E℄ Bianhi, G. and Egnell, H.; An ODE approah to the equation �u + Kun+2n�2 = 0; inRn, preprint.[C-Y℄ as in Chapter 5.[C-Y-4℄ Chang, S.Y.A. & Yang, P.C.; Presribing Gaussian urvature on S2, Ata Math. 159,(1987) 215-259.[C-Y-5℄ , Conformal deformation of metri on S2, J. of Di�. Geo. 27(1988) 259-296.[C-Y-6℄ , A perturbation result in presribing salar urvature on Sn, Duke Math. Jour.64 (1991) 27-69.[Ch-D℄ Chen, W.-X., & Ding, W-Y.; Salar urvature on S2, Trans. AMS 303 (1987) 369-382.[C-Y-G℄ S.Y.A. Chang, P. Yang and M. Gursky, The salar urvature equation on 2 and 3-sphere.Calulus and Variation and PDE, June issue, 1993.[D℄[G℄ Gursky, M.; Compatness of onformal metris with integral bounds on urvature,Thesis, Cal Teh., 1991.[GJMS℄ R. Graham, R. Jenne, L. Masm and G. sparling, Comformal invariant power of theLaplaian I: existene. Preprint.[H℄ Han, Z-C., Presribing Gaussian urvature on S2, Duke Math. Journal 61 (1990),679-703.[K-W℄ Kazdan, J.; and Warner, F.; Existene and onformal deformation of metris withpresribed Gaussian and salar urvature, Ann. of Math. 101 (1975) 317-331.[M-2℄ Moser, J., On a non-linear problem in Di�. Geometry Dynamial Systems (M. Peixotoed.) Aad. Press. N.Y. 1973.
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